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Crime is a topic concerned commonly with subjects such as law, sociology and 
economics. In China, as criminology is still affiliated to penology, the research staff and 
documents on this area are still limited and the development of this subject lags far 
behind. In many other countries, scholars from many subjects have been studying crimes 
from different aspects by different means and have successful formed a new subject as 
economics of crime. This subject emerged at the end of 1960s and has made greatly 
achievements during the short period. It has become the most fruitful area of the 
imperialism of economics and has great influence. 
This article is based on the fundamental theories of economics of crime. The author 
introduce the economics concept of cost-benefit and use the economics analyzing tools, 
taking tax evasion as an example case, to analyze the decision process of criminal 
behaviors and seek measures to curb crimes. There are 6 chapters in this article. 
Chapter 1 begins with why the topic is chosen, and the theoretical importance and 
practical value of the research is given. Also included in this chapter are the ideas and 
tools of the research, and explanations of phrases. 
After a short introduction,it is a full account of the economics study and research on 
crimes. Firstly introduced are the study of Beccaria and Bentham, two representatives of 
classic criminology with strong style of utilitarianism. Although their studies are not 
looked on as that of real economics of crime, their main ideas reflect the essence and laid 
a solid foundation for the theoretical development of the subject. Especially on the aspect 
of deterrence, their research is looked on as the origin of the modern deterrence theory. 
Following the two great thinker, the author elaborates Becker’s classic documents of the 
year 1968, which symbolized the beginning of research on crime by modern economics. 
From then on, economics of crime has been in rapid progress and the major study 
developments are listed here. The full accounts on the theoretical study on crime lays a 
foundation for the research that follows. 
Chapter 3 introduces the cost-benefit theory of economics of crime, including the 
concepts and meanings of expected cost and expected benefit of crime; how the expected 
cost and expected benefit influence the decision of criminal behaviors; specific criminal 
decision model indicating expected cost being lower than expected benefit leads to 














Chapter 4 study the occurrence of tax evasion, focusing on variables’ influences on the 
occurrences of tax evasion. The major findings include the income changes’ influences 
on taxpayer’s declaration of taxable income is indefinite, and tax rate’s influences on 
declared amount or tax evasion is indefinite; tightening fines and inspections can curb tax 
evasion; cost’s influences on tax evasion is indefinite theoretically; social factors such as 
public and moral values influences behaviors of tax evasion. More the moral restrictions, 
less occurrences of tax evasion; the competences and clean administration of tax staff 
influences the occurrences of tax evasion; the administrative goals set by government 
may weaken tax authorities’ crack-down on tax evasion and lower the accuracy of tax 
declaration. 
Chapter 5 is on the measures to curb and punish tax evasion. These measures are 
proposed on the basis of above-mentioned study with tools of economics of crime, taking 
into accounts all the factors that influence the behavior. 
Chapter 6 is the summary of the whole research, including major conclusions of this 
articles and the reliabilities thereof; inadequecies of the research and the directions for 
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